Index of concepts

A
absolutely free extension constructor, 263
abstract
  algebraic institution, 218
  fully
    algebra, 344
    model, for FPL, 371
model
  specification, 336
  theory, 227
  reduction system, 69
abstraction
  condition, 218
  data, 8, 325
  rule, 56
abstractor implementation, see behavioural implementation
adjoint
  left, 147
  right, 152
adjunction, 151
admissible rule, 54
admitting
  amalgamation, 202
  initial models, 219
  method of diagrams, 217
  model expansion, 193, 251
  reachable initial models, 219
algebra, 3, 20
  as model
    of program module, 7
    of software system, ix, 3
Boolean, 46
  compatible, 330
for FPL, 367
  continuous, 92
  equational logic for, 169
  derived, 36
  error, 80
  fully abstract, 344
  Heyting, 73
  higher-order, 91
  initial, 59
  isomorphic, 24
  many-sorted, 3, 20
  order-sorted, 87
  partial, 11, 83
  homomorphism, see weak homomorphism
  product, 22
  quotient, 26
  reachable, 21
  reduct, 34
  w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37
  semi-computable, 71
  term, 27
  universal, x, xi
word, see term algebra
see also model
algebraic
  signature, 19
  morphism, 33
  specification, xi, 1
  theory, 104
α-conversion, 281
amalgamated union
  constructor, 270
  of constructors, 270, 365
  for FPL, 373
amalgamation, 202
Amalgamation Lemma, 203
for algebras, 134
for theories, 203
and, see specification sum
arity, 19
associativity of composition, 100
assumption of consequence, 51
atomic formula, 165
axiom, x, 5, 41, 42
definitional, 433
equational, 42
limitation of, 71
of presentation, 44
rule, 53
see also sentence

B
behaviour
functional, 5, 41
input/output, ix, 2
of program, 325
behavioural
abstraction of specification, 335
for FPL, 370
closedness, 346
for FPL, 371
closure, 335
for FPL, 370
weak, 339
congruence, 340
for FPL, 370
consequence, 454, 460
between specifications, 469
for specification, 466
correctness, 361, 475
for FPL, 373
equivalence, 325, 331
for constructors, 399
for FPL, 367
weak, 337
expansion, 346
for FPL, 371
FPL-morphism, 370
homomorphism, 332
implementation, 350, 473
for FPL, 371
indistinguishability, 341
for FPL, 371
partial, 344
partial, axiomatisation of, 457–460, 462–465
model, 342
for FPL, 371
of persistent constructor specification, 362
of persistent constructor specification, for FPL, 373
quotient, for FPL, 371
relativisation, 456
satisfaction, 342
for FPL, 371
semantics, 342
for FPL, 371
subalgebra, 332
submodel, for FPL, 370
triviality, 353
for FPL, 371
\(\beta\)-reduction, 283
bijection, 17
Birkhoff’s Variety Theorem, 47
Boolean algebra, 46
boolean room, 513
bottom-up vs. top-down development, 308
branching-time temporal logic, 186

C
carrier, 20
empty, 20, 38, 55
set, 20
Cartesian product, 16, 97
case analysis
as induction for booleans, 63
pattern-matching, 173
adding observational power, 369
proof rule, 409, 410
CASL
and, 240
architectural specification, 324
differences from, 230
free, 235
free type, 172
generated, 235
generic
specification, 278
unit specification, 273
hide, 233, 261
reveal, 237, 261
then, 238
unit
amalgamation, 270
application, 268
with, 232
category, 99
co-well-powered, 126
cocomplete, 121
finitely, 121
comma, \((F, G)\), 139
complete, 121
  finitely, 121
discrete, $K_X$, 101
equivalent, 143
functor, $[K_1 \to K_2]$, 141
Grothendieck, Groth($C$), 141
indexed, 141
isomorphic, 143
locally small, 105
monoid, 102
morphism, $K \to$, 107, 139, 141
of categories, Cat, 132
of functors into $K$, Funct($K$), 142
of objects over $A$, $K[A]$, 108, 139
opposite, $K^{op}$, 106
preorder, $K_{\leq}$, 101
product, $K_1 \times K_2$, 107
skeletal, 143
slice, $K[A]$, 108, 139
small, 105
theory, $x, xi$, 12, 97–152
  set-theoretic foundations for, 104
chasing, diagram, 108
Church-Rosser, see confluence
circular coinduction, 484
class
  equivalence, 18
  isomorphism, 24
  of all $\Sigma$-specifications, Spec$(\Sigma)$, 230
  of all specifications over institution, Spec$_{INS}$, 494
  of all specifications, Spec, 230
  of models
closed, 188
  closure of, 188
definable, 188
  of equations, 49
  of sentences, 188
theory of, 188
clever slogan, 292
closed
  algebra class, 49
  behaviourally, 346
  for FPL, 371
completeness
  of entailment for specification, 417
  of property-oriented semantics, 247
  correspondence, 360
  element in Galois connection, 50
  equation set, 49
  model class, 188
  sentence set, 188
  world assumption, see “no junk” requirement
  closure
  behavioural, 335
  for FPL, 370
  INS-, 384
  INS-, w.r.t. behavioural morphism class, 390
  weak, 339
  of algebra class, 49
  of equation set, 49
  of model class, 188
  of sentence set, 188
  under propositional connectives, 182
  under pushouts, 204
co-well-powered category, 126
collapse, 11
cocomplete category, 121
cocone, 120
cotinuous functor, 131
codatatype constraint, 198
codomain, 17, 100
coequaliser, 116
cofree object, 152
coimage
  of set, 17
  of subalgebra, 24
coinduction, 484
colimit, 121
combination of specification-building operations, 237
comma category, $(F, G)$, 139
commutative diagram, 23, 108
comorphism
  institution, 519
  extending semi-comorphism, 520
  forward, 518
  theoroidal, 527
compact, 189, 414
compatible algebra, 330
  for FPL, 367
complete category, 121
completeness, 56
  closed
  of entailment for specification, 417
  of property-oriented semantics, 247
  flat
  of entailment for specification, 417
  of property-oriented semantics, 247
  lack of
    for FPL, 410, 414
    for initial semantics, 64
  of conditional equational calculus, 72
  of constructor entailment between specifications, 438
  of convertibility, 67
  of entailment
    between specifications, 430, 431
confluence, 68
weak, 69

“confusion”, 57

congruence, 26

behavioural, 340
partial, for FPL, 370

generated by equations, 58
least, 26
partial, 344
for FPL, 370
quotient by, 344
reduct, 35
relation, 26
rule, 53

consequence

assumption of, 51
behavioural, 454, 460
between specifications, 469
for specification, 466
conclusion of, 51
model-theoretic, see semantic consequence
proof-theoretic, 53, 64
approximates truth, 64, 402
semantic, 50, 64, 188, 245, 430
embraces truth, 64, 402

conservative

specification morphism, 250
topic morphism, 193, 414

consistency

not preserved by implementation, 298
of constructor specification, 272
of presentation, 193
of specification, 230
proof by, 70

constant operation, 19

constraint

codata, 198
data, 197
generation, 197
initiality, 195
reachability, 196

construction, Grothendieck, 141

constructor, 260, 281, 498

absolutely free extension, \( F_\sigma \), 263

amalgamated union
\(- + \sigma_1, \sigma_2 - \)
of, \( F_1 + F_2 \), 270, 365
of, \( F_1 + F_2 \), for FPL, 373

as a specification-building operation, 265

behaviourally correct, 361, 475
for FPL, 373

INS-, 393
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>behaviourally trivial, for FPL,</td>
<td>353, 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS-,</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entailment between specifications,</td>
<td>438, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expression,</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantics of,</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free extension, $F_{\sigma,SP}$,</td>
<td>262, 356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalised,</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation,</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for constructor specification,</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalised,</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horizontal composition of,</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proving correctness of,</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical composition of,</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with decomposition,</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in a global context,</td>
<td>269, 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persistent,</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behaviourally correct, for FPL,</td>
<td>361, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behaviourally correct, INS-,</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proving correctness of,</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quotient, $\sigma/SP$,</td>
<td>265, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduct, $\sigma$,</td>
<td>261, 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restriction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to reachable subalgebra, $R_S$,</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to sort-generated subalgebra, $R_S$,</td>
<td>265, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to sort-generated submodel, $R_S$, for FPL,</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signature,</td>
<td>260, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalised,</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specification,</td>
<td>271, 272, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consistency of,</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. parameterised specification,</td>
<td>279, 292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stable,</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expressibility of, and language design,</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS-,</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>translation of, $\sigma(F)$,</td>
<td>268, 356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value of,</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context,</td>
<td>65, 280, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“hole” in,</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>induction,</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observable,</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>term in,</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value of, on element,</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algebra,</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equational logic for,</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>functor,</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contract, specification as,</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contravariant functor,</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convertibility,</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>completeness of,</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision procedure for,</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation generated by term rewriting system,</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundness of,</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coproduct,</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coretraction,</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct, behaviourally,</td>
<td>361, 475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS-,</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctness, ix,</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by construction,</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proof of,</td>
<td>9, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correspondence,</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed,</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for FPL,</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for proving behavioural consequence between specifications, 472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak,</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counit morphism,</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covariant functor,</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig interpolation property,</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for equational logic,</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig-Robinson interpolation property,</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creating limits,</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut rule,</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstraction,</td>
<td>8, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraint,</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refinement,</td>
<td>306, 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value,</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Morgan law,</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision procedure for convertibility,</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for semantic consequence,</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of,</td>
<td>57, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposition,</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modular,</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definable model class,</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formula,</td>
<td>11, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proof rule,</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function,</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutually recursive,</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recursive,</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up to isomorphism,</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definitional axiom,</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derivable axiom,</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **derived**: derivation, 53
  - algebra, 36
  - signature, 36
  - signature morphism, 36
  - reduct w.r.t., 37
  - Satisfaction Lemma for, 44
  - term translation by, 37

- **design**: decision, 295
  - specification, 310, 324

- **deterministic function**, 71

- **development**: step, 308
  - with shared subtasks, 313, 324

- **Diagonal Fill-in Lemma**, 125

- **diagram**: admitting amalgamation, 202
  - as functor, 131
  - chasing, 108
  - commutative, 23, 108
  - connected, 120
  - expansion, 217
  - method of, 216–217
  - institution admitting, 217
  - of model, 217
  - signature, 217
  - translation of, 131

- **diagrammatic order of composition**, 17, 100

- **difference**, set, 16

- **disjoint union**, 16
  - type, 176

- **domain**, 17, 100
  - of partial function, 17

- **dot notation**, 314

- **dual**, 106

- **duality principle**, 107

- **duplex institution**, 491

**E**

- **elimination rule**, 405

- **empty**: carrier, 20, 38, 55
  - sequence, 19
  - set, 16
  - tuple, 16

- **enrichment of specification**, 238

- **entailment**: between specifications, 429, 443
  - completeness of, 430, 431
  - soundness of, 430, 450

- **equational**: axiom, 42
  - limitation of, 71

- **equality**: existential, 11, 84
  - Kleene, see strong equality
  - of sets, 16
  - strong, 11, 84, 408

- **equation**, 42
  - conditional, 72
  - congruence generated by set, 58
  - determined by rewrite rule, 66
  - ground, 42
  - implicit vs. explicit quantification in, 42
  - infinitary, 170
  - model of, 42
  - observable, 355
  - orientation of, 66
  - satisfaction of, 42
  - translation of, 43
  - with infinite set of variables, 48
  - see also sentence

- **equationally definable**, 47

- **equivalence**: for constructors, 399
  - behavioural, 325, 331
  - soundness of, 403
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for FPL, 367
INS-, 389
weak, 337
class, 18
of categories, 143
of specifications, 253
relation, 17
error
algebra, 80
homomorphism, 80
recovery, 82
signature, 79
value, see OK value
η-reduction, 284
evaluation, term, 30
exact institution, 201
finitely, 201
semi-, 202
w.r.t. I, 204
exception, 11
existential equality, 11, 84
expansion, 66
behavioural, 346
for FPL, 371
diagram, 217
model, 159
one-step, 66
relation generated by term rewriting system, 66
explicit quantifier
in equation, 42, 55
in term rewriting, 68
export from specification, 237
expression
constructor, 281
specification, 281
expressive power
added by hiding, 233
of specification, 93
extension
final, 94
free, 65
hierarchically consistent, 267
reachable, 94
sufficiently complete, 267
extensional higher-order algebra, 91
F
factorisation, 124
system, 124, 153
fibration, 153
fibred logic, 531
final
extension, 94
model, 76
semantics, 76
finite
sequence, 19
set, 16
finitely
cocomplete category, 121
continuous functor, 131
continuous functor, 131
exact institution, 201
first-order
formula, 165
logic, xi, 166
proof rules, 407
with equality, 90, 165, 168
morphism, 166
signature, 165
morphism, 165
structure, 166
fitting morphism, 278
flat
completeness
of entailment for specification, 417
of property-oriented semantics, 247
specification, 44, 192
see also presentation
forgetful functor, 129
formal
method, 1, 13
software development, 9
formula
atomic, 165
definedness, 11, 84
first-order, 165
open, 210
see also sentence
FPL, 172
behavioural specification, 366–384
constructor notation, 264, 373
incompleteness of, 410, 414
model, 172
fully abstract, 371
morphism, 172
behavioural, 370
programming part of, 175
sentence, 174
signature, 172
morphism, 174
term, 172
free
enrichment of specification, 238
extension, 65
constructor, 262, 356
naturally persistent, 267
of specification, 235
object, 144
variable, 28
full subcategory, 105
fully abstract
algebra, 344
model, for FPL, 371
function
application, 17
bijective, 17
codomain of, 17
composition of, 17
definition, 174
mutually recursive, 175
proof rule, 409
recursive, 173
deterministic, 71
domain of, 17
higher-order, 11, 91
identity, 17
inclusion, 17
injective, 17
kernel of, 17
many-sorted, 16
non-deterministic, 92
partial, 17, 78–90
via error values, 78–83
via partial algebras, 83–86
via subsorts, 86–90
via underspecification, 78
returning multiple results, 19
surjective, 17, 98
total, 17, 71
functional
behaviour, 5, 41
program, x, xi, 12
logic for, 172
functor, 128
category, [K1→K2], 141
cocartesian, 131
finely, 131
composition of, 133
continuous, 131
finely, 131
contravariant, 128
covariant, 128
forgetful, 129
opposite, 128
reduct, 129
for first-order structures, 166
in institution, 158, 159

G
Galois connection, 50
as adjunction, 151
closed element in, 50
$\Gamma$-environment, 284
generated
OBS-, 332
for FPL, 370
subalgebra, 21
generation constraint, 197
generic module, 260
see also constructor
global stability, 358
for FPL, 372
INS-, 386, 391
graph, 119
Grothendieck
category, Groth(C), 141
construction, 141
institution, 531
ground
equation, 42
term, 28
algebra, 28
variety, 217

H
Herbrand universe, 28
HetCASL
hide, 497
with, 523
heterogeneous
algebra, 3
specification, 493
heuristic, 14
Heyting algebra, 73
hiding
in specification, 233
information, 7
of specification
via institution semi-comorphism, 523
via institution semi-morphism, 497
hierarchical specification, 94
hierarchically consistent extension, 267
higher-order
algebra, 91
function, 11, 91
logic, 167
“hole” in context, 65
Hom-functor, 130
homomorphism, 22
behavioural, 332
composition of, 24
error, 80
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identity, 22
inclusion, 22
inverse, 24
order-sorted, 87
partial algebra, see weak homomorphism reduct, 35
w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37
strong, 84
surjective, 22
viewed as function, 22
weak, 83
see also morphism
horizontal composition
of constructor implementations, 310
of natural transformations, 137
of simple implementations, 299

I

identity, 100
function, 17
homomorphism, 22
morphism, 100
image
of set, 17
of subalgebra, 24
imperative program, 11
logic for, 176
implementation
abstractor, see behavioural implementation
behavioural, 350, 473
for FPL, 371
INS-, 385
constructor, 303
for constructor specification, 308
generalised, 498
proving correctness of, 438
with decomposition, 309
not preserving consistency, 298
simple, 295
for constructor specification, 301
proving correctness of, 429
implicit quantifier
equational calculus with, unsoundness of, 55
in equation, 42
in term rewriting, 65
inclusion, 16
function, 17
homomorphism, 22
signature, 33
theory, 51
indexed category, 141
indistinguishability, behavioural, 341
for FPL, 371
partial, 344

axiomatisation of, 457–460, 462–465
induction
context, 456
inductionless, see proof by consistency
rule scheme, 62
structural, 408
inductionless induction, see proof by consistency
inference rule, 53
infinitary
equation, 170
logic, 167
term, 169
infix, 29, 45
information hiding, 7
initial
algebra, 59
model, 59, 194
class, 59
for order-sorted algebras, 88
for partial algebras, 85
institution admitting, 219
non-existence of, 76
of conditional equations, 72
of error presentation, 81
of specification, 235
relative to fixed part, 65
theorem, 59
object, 112
semantics, 57–65
completeness of, for ground equations, 64
incompleteness for, 64
initiality constraint, 195
injection, 17
colimit, 121
input/output behaviour, ix, 2

INS-behavioural
abstraction of specification, 385
w.r.t. behavioural morphism class, 391
closure, 384
w.r.t. behavioural morphism class, 390
correctness, 393
equivalence, 389
implementation, 385
model of persistent constructor specification, 393
morphism, 389
triviality, 386

INS-stable
constructor, 385
globally, 386, 391
instance, substitution, 66
instantiation
of generic module, 260
rule, 53
institute, 158
abstract algebraic, 218
admitting
  initial models, 219
  method of diagrams, 217
  reachable initial models, 219
comorphism, 519
  extending semi-comorphism, 520
    forward, 518
    semi-, 520
  theoroidal, 527
compactness of, 189
duplex, 491
exact, 201
    finitely, 201
    I-semi-, 204
    semi-, 202
forward
  comorphism, 518
  morphism, 518
Grothendieck, 531
having amalgamation property, 202
I-semi-exact, 204
liberal, 219
model in, 158
morphism, 502
  extending semi-morphism, 503
    forward, 518
    semi-, 487
    multiplex, 492
reduct functor in, 158, 159
satisfaction relation in, 158
satisfying
  Craig interpolation property, 206
  Craig-Robinson interpolation property, 208
  Robinson consistency property, 206
semi-comorphism, 520
semi-exact, 202
  w.r.t. I, 204
semi-morphism, 487
sentence in, 158
  translation of, 158, 159
signature in, 158
viewed as a functor, 513
with
  qualified symbols, 227
  reachability structure, 214
  syntax, 227
Interchange Law, 138
interface specification, 7
interpolant, 206
interpolation, 206
intersection, set, 16
introduction rule, 405
intuitionistic logic, propositional, 165
invariant, representation, 323, 332
inverse
  homomorphism, 24
  morphism, 110
  relation, 17
isomorphic
  algebras, 24
  categories, 143
  objects, 110
isomorphism, 24, 110
  class, 24
    of models, 61
    closure under, 234
    natural, 135
    up to, 24
J
  “junk”, 57
K
  kernel of function, 17
  Kleene equality, see strong equality
  Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm, 70
  Kripke structure, 186
L
  language
    programming, 293
    specification, 14
    wide-spectrum, 324
  lazy evaluation, 11, 176
  least congruence, 26
  left adjoint, 147
  liberal institution, 219
  life cycle model, 8
  light bulb, 57
  lightweight formal method, 13
  limit, 121
    creating, 140
  limitation of equational axioms, 71
  linear-time temporal logic, 185
  locally small category, 105
  logic
    equational, 162
      first-order, 90, 165, 168
      for continuous algebras, 169
      for partial algebras, 162
    fibred, 531
      first-order, xi, 166
      proof rules, 407
      with equality, 90, 165, 168
      for functional programs, 172
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programming part of, 175
for imperative programs, 176
higher-order, 167
infinitary, 167
modal, 11, 186
partial equational, 162
program, 91
propositional, 163
intuitionistic, 165
over Boolean algebra, 164
proof rules, 405
temporal, 185
three-valued, 171
logical system, 11
combining, 531
loose semantics, 44
non-degenerate, 75

M
many-sorted
algebra, 3, 20
equivalence, 17
function, 16
relation, 17
set, 16
of variables, 27
signature, 19
mechanical proof search, 57
method
formal, 1, 13
of diagrams, 216–217
institution admitting, 217
rigorous, 13
minimally defined, 85
mixfix, 45
mobility, 11
modal logic, 11, 186
model, 188
amalgamation, 202
behavioural, 342
for FPL, 371
of persistent constructor specification, 362
of persistent constructor specification, for FPL, 373
checking, 9
class
closed, 188
closure of, 188
definable, 188
initial, 59
of equations, 49
of sentences, 188
of specification, Mod[SP], 231
parametric, 65
theory of, 188
diagram of, 217
expansion, 159
theory morphism admitting, 193
final, 76
FPL-, 172
in institution, 158
initial, 59, 194
for order-sorted algebras, 88
for partial algebras, 85
institution admitting, 219
non-existence of, 76
of conditional equations, 72
of error presentation, 81
of specification, 235
relative to fixed part, 65
INS-behavioural, of persistent constructor specification, 393
isomorphism class of, 61
morphism, amalgamation of, 202
of equation, 42
of equation set, 42
of presentation, 44, 192
reachable
in institution with factorisation system, 213
initial, institution admitting, 219
non-degenerate, 75
terminal, see final model
theory, abstract, 227
model-theoretic consequence, see semantic consequence
modular decomposition, 309
module interface specification, 7
monoid category, 102
monomorphism, 109
monotone
entailment for specification, 417
parameterised specification, 276
property-oriented semantics, 246
specification-building operation, 234
morphism, 97, 99
category, K→, 107, 139, 141
composition of, 100
counit, 152
epi, 109
first-order, 166
fitting, 278
FPL-, 172
behavioural, 370
identity, 100
INS-behavioural, 389
institution, 502
extending semi-morphism, 503
forward, 518
inverse, 110
iso, 110
mono, 109
open, 395
room, 513
signature, 33, 158
derived, 36
first-order, 165
FPL-, 174
source of, 100
specification, 249
admitting model expansion, 251
conservative, 250
proving correctness of, 483
target of, 100
target of, 100
theory, 51, 192
admitting model expansion, 193
conservative, 193, 414
unit, 144
multiple results, function returning, 19
multiplex institution, 492
multiplication of natural transformation by functor, 138
mutually recursive function definition, 175

N
n-ary relation, 17
name
compound, 241
operation, 19
sort, 19
natural
isomorphism, 135
transformation, 135
composition of, 137
multiplication by functor, 138
naturality, 135
naturally persistent free extension, 267
“no confusion” requirement, 58, 74, 85
“no junk” requirement, 58, 62, 85
non-absent-mindedness
of entailment for specification, 417
of property-oriented semantics, 247
non-degenerate loose semantics, 75
non-determinism and underspecification, 399
non-deterministic function, 92
non-termination, 10
non-void sort, 55
normal form
specification, 255
used for proving entailment, 424
term, 68
theorem, 255

O
object, 99
cofree, 152
colimit, 121
coproduct, 114
free, 144
in category, 99
initial, 112
isomorphic, 110
limit, 121
product, 113
quotient, 125
reachable, 125
terminal, 113
OBS-admissible FPL-signature morphism, 372
OBS-generated
algebra, 332
model, for FPL, 370
subalgebra, 332
submodel, for FPL, 370
observable
context, 340
for FPL, 371
equation, 355
sentence, 461
sort, 325, 329, 330
observational, see behavioural
observer operation, 77
OK value, 80
ω-completeness, 94
one-step
expansion, 66
reduction, 66
open
formula, 210
morphism, 395
operation, 20, 165
infix, 29, 45
mixfix, 45
name, 19, 165
observer, 77
overloaded, 19
prefix, 45
safe, 79
specification-building, 230
selection, 428
opposite
category, K op, 106
functor, 128
order-sorted
algebra, 87
homomorphism, 87
signature, 86
orientation of equation, 66
overloaded operation, 19

pair, 16

parameterised
program, see generic module
specification, 276, 283
monotonicity of, 276
pushout-style, 278
vs. constructor specification, 279, 292

parametric
model class, 65
polymorphism, 92, 136

parchment, 225, 531

partial
algebra, 11, 83
homomorphism, see weak homomorphism
behavioural
congruence, for FPL, 370
indistinguishability, 344
indistinguishability, axiomatisation of, 457–460, 462–465
congruence, 344
for FPL, 370
quotient by, 344
quotient by, for FPL, 370
equational logic, 162, 168
first-order logic, 168
function, 17, 78–90
as model of generic module, 260
domain of, 17
via error values, 78–83
via partial algebras, 83–86
via subsorts, 86–90
via underspecification, 78
logic
equational, 162, 168
first-order, 168
pattern-matching case analysis, 173
adding observational power, 369
proof rule, 409, 410
persistent constructor, 266
specification, 272
behavioural model of, 362
behavioural model of, for FPL, 373
behavioural model of, for INS-, 393

polymorphic type, 91
polymorphism, 11
parametric, 92, 136

predicate
in initial model, 197
name, 165
prefix, 45

preorder
category, $\mathcal{K}_\leq$, 101
relation, 100
presentation, 44, 192
axiom of, 44
completeness of, 193
consistency of, 193
effectively presentable, 44
model of, 44, 192
of theory, 51, 192
see also flat specification
problem decomposition, 10
product, 16, 97, 113
algebra, 22
category, $\mathcal{K}_1 \times \mathcal{K}_2$, 107
object, 97
type, 176

program
behaviour, 325
functional, x, xi, 12
logic for, 172
imperative, 11
logic for, 176
logic, 91
module, algebra as model of, 7
structure vs. specification structure, 323
verification, 8, 402
programming language, 293
projection, limit, 121
proof
at four levels, need for, 401
by consistency, 70
of correctness, 9, 13
rule, see rule
search, mechanical, 57
system, 53–57, 64, 401–481
borrowing, 532
see also entailment system
proof-theoretic consequence, 53, 64
approximates truth, 64, 402
proper
subalgebra, 21
subset, 16

property-oriented
semantics, 246
closed completeness of, 247
completeness of, 247
compositionality of, 246
flat completeness of, 247
monotonicity of, 246
non-absent-mindedness of, 247
soundness of, 247
specification, x
propositional
connectives, closure under, 182
logic, 163
  intuitionistic, 165
over Boolean algebra, 164
proof rules, 405
variable, 163
provability, see proof-theoretic consequence
pullback, 116
wide, 122
pushout, 118
closure under, 204
style parameterised specification, 278
wide, 256

Q
quantifier
  explicit
    in equation, 42, 55
    in term rewriting, 68
  implicit
    equational calculus with, unsoundness of, 55
    in equation, 42
    in term rewriting, 65
quasi-variety, 126
quotient, 18
  algebra, 26
  behavioural, for FPL, 371
  by partial congruence, 344
    for FPL, 370
  construction, 58
  constructor, 265, 355
    for FPL, 371
  functor, _/ε, 129
  object, 125
  set, 18

R
reachability
  constraint, 196
  structure, institution with, 214
reachable
  algebra, 21
  extension, 94
  initial models, institution admitting, 219
  model
    in institution with factorisation system, 213
    non-degenerate, 75
    of specification, 235
  object, 125
  semantics, 75
reactive system, 11
realisation, 5, 41
recursive function definition, 92, 173
  proof rule, 409
redex, 66
reduct
  algebra, 34
    w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37
  as definitional mechanism, 261
  congruence, 35
  constructor, 261, 353
    for FPL, 373
  functor, 129
    for first-order structures, 166
    in institution, 158, 159
  homomorphism, 35
    w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37
reduction, 66
  β-, 283
  η-, 284
  one-step, 66
  relation generated by term rewriting system, 66
  step, 66
  subject, 284, 449
  system, abstract, 69
refinement, see simple implementation
data, 306, 332
  stepwise, 9, 294, 352
reflexive
  entailment relation, 403
  relation, 18
  reflexivity rule, 53
relation, 17
  composition of, 17
  congruence, 26
  equivalence, 17
  inverse, 17
  many-sorted, 17
  n-ary, 17
  preorder, 100
  reflexive, 18
  symmetric, 18
  transitive, 18
relativisation, behavioural, 456
renaming, 39
representation invariant, 323, 332
requirements specification, 7, 295
restriction constructor
  to reachable subalgebra, 265
  to sort-generated subalgebra, 265, 354
  to sort-generated submodel, for FPL, 371
result sort, 19
retraction, 98, 111
retrieve function, 323
reveal, see specification export
rewrite rule, 65
  conditional, 72
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determining equation, 66
right adjoint, 152
rigorous method, 13
Robinson consistency property, 206

room

boolean, 513
morphism, 513

rule

abstraction, 56
admissible, 54
$\alpha$-conversion, 410
$\wedge$-E, 405
$\wedge$-I, 405
axiom, 53, 405
concretion, 56
congruence, 53
cut, 54
derivable, 54
elimination, 405
enrichment, SP then sorts $S$ ops $\Omega \cdot \Phi$, 422, 432, 467
$\exists$-E, 407
$\exists$-I, 407

for PFOP, 408

export, SP reveal $\Sigma$, 422, 432
false-E, 405
false-I, 405
flat specification, 417, 430, 466, 469
$\lor$-E, 407

for PFOP, 408
$\forall$-I, 407

hiding, SP hide via $\sigma$, 418, 430, 467, 471
$\Rightarrow$-E, 405
$\Rightarrow$-I, 405

inference, 53
instantiation, 53

for PEQ, 403
introduction, 405
$\neg\neg$-E, 405
$\neg$-I, 405
$\lor$-E, 405
$\lor$-I, 405

pattern-matching case analysis, 409, 410
recursive function definition, 409

reflexivity, 53
rewrite, 65

determining equation, 66
soundness of, 416
structural induction, 408
substitutivity, 56
sum, SP$_1$ and SP$_2$, 422, 432

symmetry, 53
transformation, 299

transitivity, 53

translation, SP with $\sigma$, 418, 430, 466, 470
true-I, 405
union, SP$_1 \cup$ SP$_2$, 417, 430, 466, 470
weakening, 54

$S$

S-sorted, see many-sorted

safe

operation, 79
variable, 80

satisfaction

behavioural, 342
for FPL, 371
condition, 158, 160
for institution comorphism, 519
for institution morphism, 503
in institution, 158
of equation, 42
of equation set, 42
of first-order sentence, 166

Satisfaction Lemma, 43
for derived signature morphisms, 44
for terms, 36

SBO, see specification-building operation

selection operation, 428

semantic consequence, 50, 64, 188, 430
decision procedure for, 69
lack of, 57, 65
embodies truth, 64, 402
of specification, 245
semi-decision procedure for, 56

semantics

behavioural, 342
for FPL, 371
compositionality of, 230
final, 76
initial, 57–65
loose, 44
non-degenerate, 75
of constructor expression, 284
definedness of, 450
of specification, 230
of specification expression, 284
definedness of, 450

property-oriented, 246
closed completeness of, 247
completeness of, 247
compositionality of, 246
flat completeness of, 247
monotonicity of, 246
non-absent-mindedness of, 247
soundness of, 247
vs. model-oriented, 245

reachable, 75
semi-comorphism, institution, 520
semi-computable algebra, 71
semi-decision procedure for semantic consequence, 56
semi-exact institution, 202
w.r.t. I, 204
semi-morphism, institution, 487
sentence
first-order, satisfaction of, 166
FPL-, 174
in institution, 158
observable, 461
set
closed, 188
closure, 188
translation of, in institution, 158, 159
sequence, 19
set
Cartesian product, 16, 97
coi mage of, 17
difference, 16
empty, 16
equality, 16
finite, 16
image of, 17
intersection, 16
many-sorted, 16
of variables, 27
quotient, 18
theory, xi, 16–18
union, 16
set-theoretic foundations for category theory, 104
set/class distinction, 104
\(\Sigma\)-specification, 230
class of all, \(\text{Spec}(\Sigma)\), 230
signature, 4, 19
algebraic, 19
constructor, 260, 280
generalised, 498
derived, 36
diagram, 217
error, 79
first-order, 165
morphism, 165
FPL-, 172
morphism, 174
in institution, 158
inclusion, 33
many-sorted, 19
morphism, 33, 158
algebraic, 33
composition of, 34
derived, 36
first-order, 165
FPL-, 174
of specification, \(\text{Sig}[\mathcal{SP}]\), 231
order-sorted, 86
simple implementation, 295
for constructor specification, 301
horizontal composition of, 299
proving correctness of, 429
vertical composition of, 295
simplification rule, see rewrite rule
singleton specification, 272
skeletal category, 143
sketch, 153
slice category, \(\mathcal{K}\downarrow\mathcal{A}\), 108, 139
small category, 105
software
development, formal, 9
life cycle model, 8
system, algebra as model of, ix, 3
sort, 19, 165
name, 19, 165
non-void, 55
observable, 325, 329, 330
with value constructors, 172
soundness, 55
of conditional equational calculus, 72
of constructor entailment between specifications, 438
of convertibility, 67
of entailment
between specifications, 430, 450
for specification, 416, 418, 424, 450
system, 403
of equational calculus, 55
of induction rule scheme, 62
of property-oriented semantics, 247
of rule, 416
of typing, 285
vs. completeness, 56, 402
source, 17, 100
specification, 5, 41
abstract model, 336
algebraic, xi, 1
as contract, 7
behavioural abstraction
abstract \(\mathcal{SP}\ \text{wrt} \ \mathcal{OBS}\), 335
abstract \(\mathcal{SP}\ \text{wrt} \ \mathcal{OBS}\), for FPL, 370
INS-, abstract \(\mathcal{SP}\ \text{wrt} \ \equiv\), 385
INS-, w.r.t. behavioural morphism class,
abstract \(\mathcal{SP}\ \text{wrt} \ \mathcal{A}\), 391
weak, weak abstract \(\mathcal{SP}\ \text{wrt} \ \mathcal{OBS}\), 339
behavioural consequence between, 469
behavioural consequence for, 466
class of all over institution, $\text{Spec}_{\text{INS}}$, 494
class of all, $\text{Spec}$, 230
closure under isomorphism, $\text{iso-close } SP$, 234
consistency of, 230
constructor entailment between, 438, 443
completeness of, 438
soundness of, 438
enrichment, $\text{SP then sorts } S \text{ ops } \Omega \bullet \Phi$, 238
proof rule, 422
proof rule for behavioural consequence, 467
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 432
entailment between, 429, 443
completeness of, 430, 431
soundness of, 430, 450
entailment for, 416, 443
closed completeness of, 417
completeness of, 416, 418, 424
compositionality of, 417
flat completeness of, 417
monotonicity of, 417
non-absent-mindedness of, 417
soundness of, 416, 418, 424, 450
equivalent, 253
export, $\text{SP reveal } \Sigma$, 237
proof rule, 422
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 432
expression, 281
semantics of, 284
expressive power, 93
added by hiding, 233
flat, 44, 192
proof rule, 417
proof rule for behavioural consequence, 466
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 469
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 430
see also presentation
free enrichment, $\text{SP then free sorts } S \text{ ops } \Omega \bullet \Phi$, 238
free extension, $\text{free } SP \text{ wrt } \sigma$, 235
heterogeneous, 493
hiding
via institution semi-comorphism, $\text{SP'} \text{ hide via } \rho \text{ to } \Sigma$, 523
via institution semi-morphism, $\text{SP hide via } \mu$, 497
hiding, $\text{SP hide via } \sigma$, 233
proof rule, 418
proof rule for behavioural consequence, 467
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 471
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 430
hierarchical, 94
in normal form, 255
used for proving entailment, 424
in the large, 229
in the small, 44
initial models of, $\text{initial } SP$, 235
language, 14, 237
CASL, 14, 230, 237
syntax, 237
model class, $\text{Mod}[SP]$, 231
module interface, 7
morphism, 249
admitting model expansion, 251
conservative, 250
proving correctness of, 483
of constructor, 271, 272, 281
consistency of, 272
vs. parameterised specification, 279, 292
design, 310, 324
of persistent constructor, 272
behavioural model of, 362
behavioural model of, for $\text{FPL}$, 373
behavioural model of, for $\text{INS}$, 393
of requirements, 7, 295
over an institution, 231
parameterised, 276, 283
pushout-style, 278
vs. constructor specification, 279, 292
property-oriented, x
reachable models of, $\text{reachable } SP \text{ on } S$, 235
semantics, 230
$\Sigma-$, class of all, $\text{Spec}(\Sigma)$, 230
signature, $\text{Sig}[SP]$, 231
singleton, $\{M\}$, 272
structure vs. program structure, 323
structured, 8, 230
sum with sharing, $SP_1 + \sigma_1, \sigma_2 SP_2$, 240
sum, $SP_1 \text{ and } SP_2$, 240
proof rule, 422
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 432
$\mathcal{A}$-, 283
translation
by institution semi-comorphism, $\text{SP with } \rho$, 523
by institution semi-morphism, $\text{SP' with } \mu \text{ to } \Sigma$, 493
translation, $\text{SP with } \sigma$, 232
proof rule, 418
proof rule for behavioural consequence, 466
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 470
proof rule for entailment between specifications, 430

type, 281, 283

union, \( SP_1 \cup SP_2 \), 232

proof rule, 417

proof rule for behavioural consequence, 466

proof rule for behavioural consequence between specifications, 470

proof rule for entailment between specifications, 430

unstructured, see flat specification

specification-building operation, 230

combination of, 237

monotonicity of, 234

selection, 428

stable

constructor, 351

expressibility of, and language design, 365

for FPL, 371

globally, 358

for FPL, 372

stepwise refinement, 9, 294, 352

strong

equality, 11, 84, 408

first-order morphism, 166

homomorphism, 84

strongly

liberal institution, 219

normalising, see terminating

structural induction, 408

structure

first-order, 166

Kripke, 186

program vs. specification, 323

structured specification, 8, 230

subalgebra, 21

behavioural, 332

coimage of, 24

generated by set, 21

image of, 24

\( OBS \)-generated, 332

proper, 21

sort-generated, 265

see also submodel

subcategory, 105

subinstitution, 162, 522

subject reduction, 284, 449

submodel

behavioural, for FPL, 370

\( OBS \)-generated, for FPL, 370

subobject, 125

subset, 16

subsignature, 19

subsort, 87

substitution, 30, 31

composition of, 30

in term, 30

instance, 66

substitutivity rule, 56

sufficient completeness, 61

of extension, 267

sum of specifications, 240

supersort, see subsort

surjective

function, 17, 98

homomorphism, 22

symmetric relation, 18

symmetry rule, 53

system

logical, 11

proof, 53–57, 64, 401–481

see also entailment system

reactive, 11

term rewriting, 66

\( T \)

\( T \)-specification, 283

target, 17, 100

temporal logic, 185

term, 28

algebra, 27

functor, \( T \), 129

ground, 28

conditional, 175

evaluation, 30

FPL-, 172

ground, 28

in context, 65

infinitary, 169

rewriting

explicit quantifier in, 68

implicit quantifier in, 65

system, 66

Satisfaction Lemma, 36

substitution, 30

translation, 35

w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37

value, 30

with variables, 28

terminal

model, see final model

object, 113

terminating term rewriting system, 68

testing, 9

then, see specification enrichment

theoroidal institution comorphism, 527

theory, 51, 192

algebraic, 104
inclusion, 51
morphism, 51, 192
  admitting model expansion, 193
  composition of, 51
  conservative, 193, 414
of algebra class, 49
of model class, 188
of specification, 245
presentation, 51, 192
three-valued logic, 171
top-down vs. bottom-up development, 308
total function, 17, 71
transformation
  natural, 135
  rule, 299
transitive
  entailment relation, 403
  relation, 18
transitivity rule, 53
translation
  of constructor, 268, 356
    for FPL, 372
  of diagram, 131
  of equation, 43
  of sentence in institution, 158, 159
  of specification, 232
    by institution semi-comorphism, 523
    by institution semi-morphism, 493
  of term, 35
    w.r.t. derived signature morphism, 37
trivial, behaviourally, 353
  for FPL, 371
INS-, 386
tuple, 16
type
  disjoint union, 176
  polymorphic, 91
  product, 176
  specification, 281, 283
  unit, 176
typing, soundness of, 285
U
union, 16
  of specifications, 232
unit
  morphism, 144
  type, 176
universal
  algebra, x, xi, 15–57
  property, 119
universe
  Herbrand, 28
  of variables, 42
unsafe, see safe
unstructured specification, see flat specification

V
V-model, 9
validation, 7, 14
valuation, 30
value, 20
  constructor, 172
error, see OK value
  of context on element, 341
    for FPL, 371
  of term, 30
OK, 80
variable, 27
  free, 28
  propositional, 163
  safe, 80
  universe of, 42
variety, 47
  ground, 217
  quasi-, 126
verification of program, 8, 402
vertical composition
  of behavioural implementations, 352
    for FPL, 371
  of constructor implementations, 303
  of natural transformations, 137
  of simple implementations, 295

W
waterfall model, 8
weak
  behavioural
    abstraction of specification, 339
    closure, 339
    equivalence, 337
    confluence, 69
    correspondence, 337
  homomorphism, 83
weakening, 403
  rule, 54
weakly normalising, 70
what versus how, 6
while-program, 176
wide
  pullback, 122
  pushout, 256
  subcategory, 105
wide-spectrum language, 324
with, see specification translation
word algebra, see term algebra